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Abstract

Robustness is a critical requirement regarding the practicability of a watermarking scheme� Cur�

rent watermarking methods usually claim a certain degree of robustness against those attacks that

aim to destroy the hidden watermark at the expense of degrading the quality of media data� How�

ever� there exists a kind of watermark�estimation attack �WEA� such as the collusion attack that

can remove watermarks meanwhile the attacked data can be made further transparent to its original�

Another kind is the copy attack that can create the protocol ambiguity problem within a watermark�

ing system� The motivation of this paper is dedicated to cope with the WEA that is clever at

disclosing hidden information for unauthorized purposes� To this end� we begin by gaining an in�

sight into the WEA that leads to formal de�nitions of optimal watermark estimation and perfect

cover data recovery� Subject to these de�nitions� content�dependent watermark �CDW� is proposed

to resist watermark�estimation attack� The key point is to introduce a media hash as a constituent

component of the CDW� Mathematical analyses and experiment results have consistently veri�ed

the e�ectiveness of the content�dependent watermarking scheme� To our knowledge� the proposed

anti�disclosure watermark is the �rst to resist both the collusion and the copy attacks�

Keywords� Collusion attack� Copy attack� Content�dependent watermark� Hash� Robustness� Wa�

termark estimation
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� Introduction

Data hiding is a technology of embedding a piece of information into cover media data to carry out

speci�c missions� In this emerging �eld� despite di�erent requirements have been concerned� digital

watermarking and steganography are two main branches that lead to a great amount of researches in

the last decade 	�� 
� ��� ��� This paper will focus on digital watermarking� which has been popularly

employed for copyright protection� content authentication� access control� and so on�

However� no matter what kinds of applications are considered� robustness is the popular and critical

issue that will a�ect the practicability of a watermarking system� In data hiding� robustness refers

to the capability of resistance to attacks� which are used to destroy� remove� or disable watermark

detection� As previously discussed in 	���� attacks can be classi�ed into four categories� ��� removal

attack� ��� geometrical attack� ��� cryptographic attack� and ��� protocol attack� The robustness of

current watermarking methods was popularly examined on either removal attack or geometrical attack

or both� In particular� removal attack contains those operations� including �ltering� compression� and

noise adding� that will more or less degrade the quality of media data� Even though the employed

removal attack cannot guarantee to remove the hidden watermark successfully� media�s quality has

been inevitably destroyed� Despite their di�erent removal capabilities� there indeed exists a kind of

attacks that can fail a watermarking system and generate attacked data further perceptually close to

its cover version simultaneously� Among currently known attacks 	���� the collusion attack 	�� ��� ���

that belongs to the removal attack and the copy attack 	�� that belongs to the protocol attack are

the typical examples� which can achieve the aforementioned goal� The common step of realizing

the collusion and the copy attack is the watermark estimation� which is commonly accomplished by

means of a denoising procedure� Consequently� we call both of the collusion attack and the copy

attack� watermark�estimation attack �WEA��

The aim of collusion attack is to collect and analyze a set of watermarked media datay in order that

an unwatermarked copy is constructed to raise the false negative problem� In digital watermarking�

collusion attack naturally occurs in video watermarking because a video is composed of many frames

and one way of watermarking a video is to embed the same watermark into all frames� This scenario

has been �rstly addressed in 	���� However� we argue that collusion attack is not exclusive to video

watermarking� In the past few years� image watermarking with resistance to geometrical attack has

yThis set of watermarked media data in �ngerprinting ���� is generated from the same cover data but individually

embedded with di�erent watermarks� while in watermarking it is generated from visually similar�dissimilar image blocks

or video frames embedded with the same watermark�
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received much attention because even a slight geometrical distortion may have disordered the hidden

watermark to disable watermark detection� In view of this� some researches 	�� ��� ��� have been

presented by inserting multiple redundant watermarks into an image with the hope that it su�ces to

maintain robustness as long as at least one watermark exists� The common framework is that some

kinds of image units such as blocks 	���� meshes 	��� or disks 	��� are extracted as carriers for embedding�

With this unique characteristic� we propose to treat each image unit in an image like a frame in a

video� and thereby� collusion attack can be equally applied to those image watermarking methods by

embedding multiple redundant watermarks� Therefore� once the hidden watermarks are successfully

removed by means of a collusion attack� the false negative problem occurs even no geometrical attack

is imposed on stego images� Of particular interest are the possible �delity improvements of attacked

images by means of a collusion attack� Hence� the collusion attack shows a promising advantage over

its counterparts of removal attack�

In contrast to the collusion attack� copy attack 	�� has been developed to create the false positive

problem� i�e�� one can successfully detect a watermark from unwatermarked data� The copy attack

is �rst applied to image watermarking and is operated as follows� �i� a watermark is �rst predicted

from a stego image� �ii� the predicted watermark is added into a target image to create a counterfeit

watermarked image� and �iii� from the counterfeit image� a watermark can be detected that wrongly

claims rightful ownership� Compared with the collusion attack� copy attack is not restricted to be

executed on more than one media data� and thus� is more �exible� We will also show that the achievable

capability of copy attack is rather easier than denoising attack �a special case of collusion attack�� It

is in this respect that copy attack must be involved in referring to the issue of robustness�

In this paper� our motivation is to propose a new scheme to cope with the watermark�estimation

attack �WEA�� Throughout this paper� we shall exemplify image watermarking to discuss our method�

After introducing a general watermarking framework in Sec� �� watermark estimation attack will be

thoroughly explored in Sec� �� We begin by investigating the achievable performance of the denoising

attack and the copy attack to reveal that copy attack is� in fact� easier to achieve� Then� due to the

prerequisite of WEA is watermark estimation� we formally de�ne the so�called �optimal watermark

estimation� and �perfect cover data recovery�� and analyze the con�dence of collusion attack� From

our analyses� we know that both accurate estimation of watermark�s sign and complete subtraction

of watermark�s energy are two indispensable components to achieve e�ective watermark removal� On

the other hand� they also serve as the clues to break WEA� In order to withstand WEA� we propose

to embed the content�dependent watermark �CDW�� which is composed of an informative watermark
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that carries information about an owner and a media hash that represents the cover carrier� The

design of media hash will be addressed in Sec� �� Based on the presented media hash� in Sec� � CDW

is constructed and its properties will be examined� Furthermore� the validity of resistance to collusion

attack and copy attack using CDW will be analyzed� We would like to clarify that the concept of

CDW was �rstly proposed in 	��� to solve the deadlock problem� however� we further explore it in

withstanding watermark�estimation attack� Finally� experimental results and concluding remarks will

be summarized in Sec� 
 and �� respectively�

� Basic Framework of Digital Watermarking

A general digital watermarking scheme is illustrated in Fig� �� In the embedding process� a watermark

is a message �author key� �rst converted into a binary sequence and then encoded as S using an error

correction code �ECC� to enhance error correction� Before embedding� the values of the ECC encoded

sequence S are mapped from f �g to f�� �g so that S is a Gaussian distribution � N �� ��� Then�
S is shu�ed by means of a secret key K known by the owner only� Finally� the resultant sequence S

will be magni�ed under the constraint of perceptual maskingMI and embedded into a cover image I

to produce a corresponding watermarked �or stego� image Is as

Is�i� � I�i� � S�i�MI�i� �i � 	� L��

where L denotes the length of S and MI stands for the masking matrix derived from I �of course�

MI and I have the same dimension�� We call the �nally embedded sequence S �MI as a watermark

W� The hidden watermark is assumed to be a Gaussian sequence and satis�esW � N �� ���� Note
that the variance �� coming fromMI determines watermark�s energy and varies with di�erent images�

It is mainly used to increase watermark�s robustness� Besides� S determines watermark�s sign and is

secured by means of the secret key K� The energy jjWjj� ofW can be derived to be
p
L��

In the detection process� a watermark We is �rst extracted and decoded into a bipolar sequence

Se using

Se�i� � sgn�We�i��� ���

where the sign function� sgn���� is de�ned as

sgn�t� �

���
��
��� if t � �
��� if t � �
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Due to the high�frequency property of a watermark signal� denoising is naturally an e�cient way of

achieving blind watermark extraction 	�� �� �
�� It is said that a hidden watermark exists provided

that the normalized correlation �nc between S and S
e �both are with equal energy

p
L� is larger than

a pre�determined threshold T � where

�nc�S�S
e� �

�

L

X
S�i�Se�i� ���

and �lc��� �� � 	�� ��� In fact� Eq� ��� is also equal to �� �Pe� where Pe stands for the bit error rate
�BER��

While numerous methods have been claimed to be robust� they are actually only robust from

one perspective� From another perspective� they are extremely fragile� In the next section� we shall

discuss watermark�estimation attack that will make a watermark system do a wrong decision about

the existence of a hidden watermark� In particular� collusion attack and copy attack are investigated�

� Watermark Estimation Attack

In 	���� watermark attacks are roughly classi�ed into four categories� removal attack� geometrical

attack� cryptographic attack� and protocol attack� Among them� removal attack tries to vanish the

hidden watermark by manipulating a stego image Is so that the quality of an attacked image Ia is

further destroyed� Speci�cally� PSNR�I� Is� � PSNR�I� Ia� always holds for conventional removal

attacks� However� a more clever removal attack exists to achieve PSNR�I� Is� � PSNR�I� Ia�� i�e��

an attacked image Ia is even closer �in terms of mean square error �MSE�� to the cover image I than

the stego image Is� The collusion attack is a typical example that will satisfy the above scenario�

Usually� a collusion attack is applied to video watermarking� as depicted in Fig� �� by averaging of a

set of estimated watermarks to obtain the hidden watermark� In image watermarking� some recent

work has been proposed to embed multiple redundant watermarks into local areas 	�� ��� ��� in order

that global�local geometrical distortions can be resisted� Provided we treat a local region in an image

like a video frame in a video� then the same collusion attack can also be applied to region�based image

watermarking� Once the hidden watermark is estimated� it is subtracted from all image blocks to yield

an unwatermarked image� Under these circumstances� a false negative problem appears� It should be

noted that the conventional denoising�based removal attack 	�
� only applied to one single image is a

special case of the collusion attack�

On the other hand� the estimated watermark can be inserted into an unwatermarked media data

to produce a counterfeit stego data� This is the so�called copy attack 	��� which has been developed to
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create the false positive problem� i�e�� one can successfully detect a watermark from an unwatermarked

data� The copy attack� as depicted in Fig� �� belongs to the type of protocol attack� The use of copy

attack is very simple because it can be performed on only one piece of media data �e�g�� an image��

To our knowledge� both the collusion attack and the copy attack have not been� simultaneously�

taken into consideration in investigating the robustness issue� Since watermark estimation is the �rst

step towards the above two attacks� which are called watermark�estimation attack �WEA�� In the

next section� we shall analyze the respective performance of watermark�estimation attack� Here� blind

watermark extraction is accomplished by means of a denoising process 	�� �� ��� �
��

��� Analysis of Achievable Performance of Denoising Attack and Copy Attack

Two typical examples of watermark�estimation attack� i�e�� the denoising attack 	�
� �recall that it

is a special case of the collusion attack� and the copy attack 	��� will be discussed� Without loss of

generality� suppose the decision on a watermark�s existence will be based on the normalized correlation�

as de�ned in Eq� ���� Let X� Xs� Z� and Zs represent the original image� watermarked image� faked

original image� and faked watermarked image� respectively� Among them� Xs is generated from X

through an embedding process� and Zs is generated from the combination of Z and a watermark

extracted from Xs�

Let W be a watermark �described in Sec� �� to be hidden in X� and let We be an estimated

watermark obtained by denoising Xs� For the purpose of watermark removal�We will be subtracted

from Xs to produce an attacked image Xa� i�e��

Xa � Xs �We�

In the watermark detection process� a watermark� Wa� is extracted from Xa and correlated with

W� If denoising�based watermark removal is expected to succeed� then �nc�sgn�W�� sgn�Wa�� � T

must hold� This result indicates that the ratios of the correctly �Cw� and wrongly �NCw� decoded

watermark bits should� respectively� satisfy

Cw � � � T

�

and

NCw � �� T

�
� ���

where Cw � NCw � � and NCw corresponds to BER� Based on the false analyses of normalized

correlation �pp� ��
 of 	���� if we would like to have a false positive probability at the level of ���






when jWj � ���� then the threshold T should be set to be ���� As a consequence� it is evident

from the above analyses that an e�cient watermark removal attack should be able to vanish most

watermark bits since T is usually small� In fact� the actual number of bits has been speci�ed in Eq�

����

As for the copy attack� the estimated watermark We is added to the target image Z to form a

counterfeit image Zs� i�e��

Zs � Z�We� ���

In the watermark detection process� a watermark� Wz� is extracted from Zs and correlated withW�

Copy attack is claimed to succeed if �nc�sgn�W�� sgn�Wz�� � T holds� This implies that the ratio

of the correctly decoded watermark bits Cw only needs to be at least increased from
�
� �due to the

randomness of an arbitrary image� Z� to ��T
� � Actually� the amount of increase� �copy� only needs to

satisfy

�copy � � � T

�
� �

�
�
T

�
� ���

Comparing Eqs� ��� and ���� we can conclude that a copy attack is easier to perform successfully than

a denoising attack because ��T
� is quite larger than T

� based on the fact that T is usually a smaller

number� Under the situation of T � ���� we can obtain ��T
� � ��� � T

� � �
� However� if the

denoised results �i�e�� more than one estimated watermarks� are collected and colluded to generate

an estimation more close to its origin� then the collusion attack will show more powerful performance

than the denoising attack� as evidenced in 	��� ����

��� Optimal Watermark Estimation and Perfect Cover Data Recovery

In this section� we shall explore the de�nitions of �optimal watermark estimation� and �perfect cover

data recovery� from which a strategy that can combat with watermark�estimation attack is addressed�

����� Formal De�nition

From an attacker�s perspective� the energy of each watermark bit must be accurately predicted so

that the previously added watermark energy can be completely subtracted to accomplish e�ective

watermark removal� Especially� an estimated watermark�s energy is closely relevant to the accuracy

of watermark removal attack� These scenarios are shown in Fig� �� which illustrates the energy

variations of �a� an original watermark� �b���d� an estimated watermark �illustrated in gray�scale��

and �c���e� a residual watermark generated by subtracting the estimated watermark from the original
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watermark� From Fig� ��a���c�� we can realize that even watermark�s sign bits are fully obtained
but the corresponding energies cannot be completely discarded� the residual watermark still su�ces to

reveal the encoded message according to Eq� ���� Furthermore� if the sign of an estimated watermark

bit is di�erent from its original one �i�e�� sgn�W �i�� �� sgn�W e�i���� any more energy subtraction will

not helpful in improving removal e�ciency� On the contrary� watermark removal in terms of energy

subtraction operated in the opposite �wrong� polarity will undesirably destroy the media data�s �delity

severely� Actually� this corresponds to even add a watermark with higher energy into a cover data

without obeying the masking constraint� as shown in Fig� ��d�� By subtracting Fig� ��d� from Fig�

��a�� the resultant residual watermark is illustrated in Fig� ��e�� By correlating Figs� ��a� and �e�� it

is highly possible to reveal the existence of a watermark�

With this understanding� we shall give formal de�nitions of �optimal watermark estimation� and

�perfect cover data recovery�� respectively� as follows from an attacker�s viewpoint for further analy�

ses�

De�nition � �Optimal Watermark Estimation�� A watermark is said to be optimally estimated

and then removed if watermark detector fails to show the presence of a watermark in terms of corre�

lation� Given an original embedded watermark W and its approximate version We estimated from

Is using either a watermark removal attack or a collusion attack� the necessary condition of optimal

estimation ofW asWe is de�ned asz

�nc�sgn�W�� sgn�We�� � T� �
�

where sgn�v� � fsgn�v��� sgn�v��� ���� sgn�vL�g represents the signs of elements in a vector v �

fv�� v�� ���� vLg and � denotes the set of indices satisfying sgn�W e�i�� � sgn�W �i��� This states

the �rst step that a watermark is possible to be undetected by an owner if more than L���T �
� sign

bitsx of a watermark can be obtained by an attacker� Beyond this� however� in order to avoid the

residual watermark �as illustrated in Fig� ��c�� left to reveal the trace about the hidden watermark�

the accurate estimation of the energy of We is absolutely indispensable� In addition to Eq� �
��

watermark removal can be really achieved if the watermark energy to be subtracted is also larger than

or equal to the added energy� i�e�� mag�W e�i�� � mag�W �i��� where mag�t� denotes the magnitude

zIn Eq� 	
�� the capability of collusion attack towards optimal estimation of watermark�s sign can be further justi�ed

in Appendix�
xThe importance of polarities of watermark bits has been previously emphasized in ��� by embedding two comple�

mentary watermarks that are modulated in di�erent ways to resist di�erent sets of attacks� and in ��� by exploiting

the prior knowledge of watermark detector to design a watermarking scheme wherein both the denoising and the copy

attacks can be resisted�
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jtj of t� Therefore� the su�cient and necessary condition for optimal watermark estimation can be
de�ned to be

mag�W e�i�� � mag�W �i�� and sgn�W e�i�� � sgn�W �i�� �i � �� ���

After employing the optimal watermark estimation derived in De�nition �� the extracted watermark

will behave like a random signal so that no trace about the watermark cannot observed� In order to

make collusion attack invalid� it is necessary to force attackers to get �nc�sgn�W�� sgn�We�� � T �

Intuitively� the basic requirement to deter collusion is to satisfy �nc�sgn�W�� sgn�We�� � � which

is equivalent to random guess� i�e� half of the watermark�s sign bits are correctly guessed and the

other half are wrongly guessed� Therefore� we propose in Sec� � a media hash extraction method to

construct the so�called content�dependent watermark that attempts to lower the con�dence of collusion

�as derived in Eq� ������

De�nition � �Perfect Cover Data Recovery�	 Under the prerequisite that De�nition � �Eq� ��

is satis�ed� it is said that Ir is an perfect recovery of I if

PSNR�I� Ir� � 	� ���

where Ir � I � sgn�We�mag�We� and mag�v� � fmag�v���mag�v��� ����mag�vL�g represents the
magnitudes of elements in a vector v � fv�� v�� ���� vLg� Of course� it is best to get mag�W e�i�� as the

upper bound ofmag�W �i��� otherwise� even watermarks have been completely removed the qualities of

attacked images would be poor� Typically� evaluation of mag�We� can be either achieved by averaging

	��� or remodulation 	�
��

In sum� under the condition of su�ciently large �nc�sgn�W�� sgn�We��� PSNR�I� Is� � PSNR�I� Ir�

will hold undoubtedly� Unlike other watermark removal attacks that will destroy the quality of the

media data� collusion attack is possible to improve the quality of colluded data� To facilitate our later

analyses� the following lemma will be introduced in advance�

Lemma � Given any two independent variables� w� and w� of the same length L� that are con�

structed from independent� identically distributed �i�i�d�� samples drawn from a Gaussian distribution

N �� ���� the normalized correlation between w� and w� will be

�nc�w��w�� �
�

L��
E�w�w��

�
�

L��
E�w��E�w��

� � ���
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by exploiting the fact that Cov�w��w�� �  for the independence of w� from w�� For convenient

analyses later� both w� and w� are restricted to have the same variance� It should be noted that

the two vectors� w� and w�� have been normalized to have the same energy
p
L�� If � � �� then

normalized correlation will be degenerated as linear correlation� Besides� it can be derived that if

w� � w�� then �nc�w��w�� � ��

� Media Hash

From the analyses of watermark�estimation attack �WEA� described in Sec� �� we have found that

the success of WEA mainly lies on the fact that the hidden watermark totally behaves like a noise

such that anyone can fully and reliably utilize all estimated noise�like watermarks� In order to disguise

this prior knowledge that is known and favorable to attackers� a watermark must be designed to carry

information relevant to the cover image itself� Meanwhile� the content�dependent information must be

secured� by means of a secret key and robust to digital processing 	��� in order not to a�ect watermark

detection� To this end� we shall introduce the concept of media hash as a kind of content�dependent

information to create the so�called content�dependent watermark �CDW� in the following�

Media hash 	�� ���� also known as �digital signature� 	��� ��� or �media �ngerprint� 	��� has been

proposed in many applications� including content authentication� copy detection� media recognition� In

this paper� we shall employ the essential of either wavelet�based or block DCT�based digital signature

to construct the media hash� In the following� the proposed image hash extraction algorithm that can

coordinate with block�based image watermarking method �e�g�� 	���� and adapt to video watermarking

standards is introduced in the � 
 � block�DCT domain� However� we would like to particularly

emphasize that depending on di�erent watermarking algorithms �e�g�� 	�� ���� the proposed media

hash extraction method can be adjusted correspondingly� For a pair of � 
 � blocks� a piece of

representative and robust information is created� It is de�ned as the magnitude relationship between

two AC coe�cients at blocks i and j�

r�k� �

���
��
��� if jfi�p��j � jfj�p��j �  �p� �� p��

��� otherwise�
���

where r�k� is an element of a feature sequence r and fu�v� denotes an AC coe�cient at position v in

block u� The DC coe�cients will not be selected because they are not su�cient to represent unique

�This is because either an owner or an attacker can freely derive content�dependent information� Hence� a secret key

is required for shu�ing� How to combine shu�ed content�dependent information and watermark will be described in

Sec� ��
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features of image blocks� In addition� the selected AC coe�cients should be at lower frequencies

because high�frequency coe�cients are vulnerable to attacks� In this paper� p� and p� are selected to

be the �rst two largest AC coe�cients from the 
� available frequency subbands� As a result� there

are � feature values resulted in Eq� ��� by interchanging p� and p� for each pair of �
 � blocks� We
call this feature value r��� robust because this magnitude relationship between fi�p�� and fj�p�� can

be mostly preserved under incidental modi�cations �e�g�� compressions� �ltering� denoising�� Please

refer to 	��� ��� for similar robustness analyses�

Let M 
M be the block size of a �local region� where a watermark is embedded� Assume M is

chosen to be a multiplier of �� Hence� the number of �
� blocks is �M� �� from which the total pairs of

blocks will be P
�
�M� �

�

�

�
� where P denotes the permutation function� As a result� the total number

of feature values at present will be �P
�
�M� �

�

�

�
� In practice� each media hash must be constructed

within the range where one watermark is embedded in order that resistance to geometrical distortions

still can be preserved� Under this constraint� when the sequence r is extracted� it is repaired such that

a desired image hash with jrj � L can be created� If �P
�
�M� �

�

�

�
� jWj� then the extra elements at

the tail of r is deleted� otherwise� r is cyclically appended� We call the �nally created sequence as the

media hash MH� which is a bipolar sequence� Next� the media mash MH of an image is mixed with

the watermark W to generate the content�dependent watermark �CDW� as

CDW � S�W�MH�� ����

where S��� �� is a mixing function� which is basically application�dependent and will be used to control
the combination ofW andMH� The sequence CDW is what we will embed into a cover image�

� Image�Dependent Watermark

In this section� the properties of image�dependent watermark will be �rst discussed� Then� its resis�

tance to WEA will be analyzed on block�based image watermarking �e�g�� 	�����

��� Properties

Let an image I be expressed as �i��Bi� where all blocks Bi are concatenated to form I and  denotes

the set of block indices� As far as block�based image watermarking scheme 	�� ��� ��� is concerned�

each image block Bi will be embedded with a content�dependent watermark CDWi to form a stego

��



image Is� i�e��

Bs
i � Bi �CDWi� Is � �i��B

s
i� ����

where Bs
i is a stego block and CDWi similar to Eq� ���� is de�ned as the mixture of a �xed

informative watermark W and a block�based hashMHBi
� i�e��

CDWi � S�W�MHBi
�� ����

Recall that W previously de�ned in Sec� � is equal to S �MHBi
� As MHBi

can be easily obtained

by either owners or attackers� the mixing function S��� �� will be designed as a procedure of shu�ing
the media hash MHBi

by the same secret key K �used to generate the watermark W� and followed

by shu�ing the watermark to enhance security� Speci�cally� it is expressed as

S�W�MHBi
��k� �W �k�PT �MHBi

�K��k�� ����

where PT denotes a shu�ing function controlled using the secret key K with the aim of achieving

uncorrelated crosscorrelation�

�nc�PT �MHBi
�K��MHBi

� � �

and autocorrelation�

�nc�MHBi
�MHBi

� � �nc�PT �MHBi
�K�� PT �MHBi

�K���

Using the strategy speci�ed in Eq� ����� only one secret key is used in our watermarking scheme� The

advantage is that no more secret keys are required to increase the burden of key management problem�

The proposed content�dependent watermark possesses the characteristic described as follows� They

are useful to prove resistance to WEA�

De�nition � Given two image blocks Bi and Bj � their degree of similarity depends on the correlation

between MHBi
andMHBj

� i�e��

�nc�Bi�Bj� � �nc�MHBi
�MHBj

�� ����

Accordingly� we have� �i� if Bi � Bj� then �nc�Bi�Bj� � �� �ii� if Bi and Bj look visually dissimilar�

then �nc�Bi�Bj� � � and �iii� otherwise� �nc�Bi�Bj� � ��

Proposition � Given two image blocks Bi and Bj� �nc�Bi�Bj�� and their respectively embed�

ded content�dependent watermarks CDWi and CDWj that are assumed to be i�i�d� Gaussian

distributions�N�� ���� the following properties can be established� �i� ��CDWi�CDWj� is linearly

��



proportional to ��Bi�Bj�� �ii� �nc�CDWi�CDWj� � ��W��� �iii� ��W�CDW� � �

Proof �i�	 Substitution of Eqs� ��������� into �nc�CDWi�CDWj� will lead to

�nc�CDWi�CDWj� � �nc�S�W�MHBi
�� S�W�MHBj

��

� �nc�WPT �MHBi
�K��WPT �MHBj

�K��

�
�

L��

X
k

W �k��PT �MHBi
�K��k�PT �MHBj

�K��k�

�
�

L��

X
k

W �k��MHBi
�k�MHBj

�k�

� �nc�MHBi
�MHBj

� � �nc�Bi�Bj�� ��
�

where the symbol ��� is used to designate �linear proportion�� Hence� property �i� implies that

similar�dissimilar image blocks will be embedded with similar�dissimilar watermarks that are content�

dependent� This result contrasts with the one pointed out in 	��� but the novelty of our scheme is

that the concept of content�dependent watermark has been employed�

Proof �ii�	 Follows by using Eqs� ���� and ��
�� we can obtain

�nc�CDWi�CDWj� �
�

L��

X
k

W �k��	PT �MHBi
�K��k�PT �MHBj

�K��k��

� �nc�W
��� ����

by exploiting the fact that 	PT �MHBi
�K��k�PT �MHBj

�K��k�� is either �� or ��� If i is equal to
j� then the equality in Eq� ���� holds� Hence� property �ii� implies that media hash is feasible to

randomize the hidden watermark� In particular� this e�ect is remarkable for those visually dissimilar

blocks� i�e�� �nc�CDWi�CDWj� �  if �nc�Bi�Bj� �  �as speci�ed in De�nition ���
Proof �iii�	 Since bothW and CDW are i�i�d� Gaussian distributions with zero mean and the same

variance ��� it is easy to obtain

�nc�W�CDW� � �

according to Lemma �� Hence� property �iii� implies that watermark shu�ing using the shu�ed media

hash can increase the di�culty of estimating the hidden watermark� IfW is replaced with any random

zero�mean Gaussian noise n� zero correlation still can be obtained�

��� Resistance to Collusion Attacks

Now� resistance to collusion attack regarding the incorporation of the CDW and a block�based image

watermarking method will be analyzed� By collusion attack� averaging operation is performed on

stego blocks Bs
i�s of a stego image I

s� From an attacker�s perspective� each hidden watermark has to

��



be estimated by a denoising operation so that deviations of estimation occur inevitably� Let We
i be

an estimated watermark from Bs
i� Without loss of generality� it is assumed to have the zero mean�

In fact�We
i can modeled as a partial hidden watermark plus a noise component� i�e��

We
i � �iCDWi � ni� ����

where ni represents an image block�dependent Gaussian noise with zero mean� �i denotes the weight

that the watermark has been extracted� and We
i � N �� ��� is enforced to maintain the estimated

watermark and the hidden watermark to have the same energy� Under these circumstances� � � �i �

�nc�W
e
i�CDWi� � T always holds under the fact that a watermark is a high�frequency signal and

can be e�ciently estimated by denoising 	�� �� �
�� This factor �i plays a crucial role in two aspects�

�i� on one hand� from an attacker�s viewpoint� �i should be adjusted in a pixel�coe�cient�wise manner

so that perceptual �delity can be maintained 	�
�� �ii� on the other hand� from an owner�s viewpoint�

a watermarking system should be able to allow large �i in order that strong attacks can be tolerated�

Let C �  � denote the set of blocks used for collusion� By employing the Central Limit Theorem�

the average k of all the estimated watermarks can be expressed as

!We �

pjCj
jCj

X
i�C

We
i �

�pjCj
X
i�C

��iCDWi � ni�� ����

becauseWe
i�s are obtained from �nearly� visually dissimilar image blocks� which can be regarded to

be i�i�d� approximately� Now� we are ready to derive a su�cient and necessary condition of resisting

collusion attack in Proposition ��

Proposition � As far as collusion atatck is concerned� an attacker �rst estimates 
We from a set C
of image blocks� Then� a counterfeit unwatermarked image Iu is generated from a watermarked image

Is � �i��B
s
i as

Bu
i � Bs

i � 
We� Iu � �i��B
u
i� ���

It is said that the collusion attack fails in an image block Bu
k�k �  � i�e�� �nc�Bu

k�CDWk� � T if

and only if �nc� !W
e
�CDWk� �

�kp
jCj

� �� T �

Proof	 First of all� we need to derive �nc� 
W
e�CDWk�� Upon making use of Lemma �� Eq� ���� and

Proposition �� we have the following derivation�

�nc� 
W
e�CDWk� �

pjCj
jCj �nc�

X
i�C

��iCDWi � ni��CDWk�

kRecall that the �nal estimation of the hidden watermark can also be conducted using perceptual masking to maintain

�delity of a colluded image� as previously discussed in De�nition ��

��



�
�pjCj
X
i�C

�i�nc�CDWi�CDWk� �
�pjCj
X
i�C

�nc�ni�CDWk�

�
�kpjCj � ����

where CDWk represents the content�dependent watermark embedded in Bk� According to Eq� �����

our derivations are further explained as follows� the �rst row is resulted from Eq� ���� while the second

term of the second row is zero by employing the independence of ni from CDWk� Consequently� given

property �ii� of Proposition �� Eqs� ��� and ����� we get�

�nc�B
u
k�CDWk� � T i� �nc�Bk �CDWk � 
We�CDWk� � T

i� �nc�CDWk�CDWk�� �nc� 
W
e�CDWk� � T

i� �nc� 
W
e�CDWk� �

�kpjCj � �� T� ����

Remarks �Further interpretation of jCj�� If jCj � � �we mean collusion attack is only applied on
one block�� then the collusion attack is degenerated into a denoising�based removal attack� Under this

circumstance� the success of a collusion attack depends on the accuracy of estimation or the factor

�k �as pointed out previously� this factor plays a trade�o� role between �delity and robustness�� By

substituting jCj � � into Eq� ���� and using T � �k� we get T � ��� In other words� �k must be

larger than or equal to �� to guarantee the success of collusion attack when jCj � �� This result

totally depends on the e�ectiveness of a denoising processing in estimating an added signal� Provided

jCj becomes in�nite� i�e�� jCj � j j � 	� then �nc� 
We�CDWk��  is obtained such that T can be a

arbitrarily small but positive value� which means that the incorrectly estimated watermarks dominate

the correctly estimated ones� On the other hand� the proposed content�dependent watermarking

scheme is unfavorable to the collusion attack conducted from more and more image blocks� It is

interesting to note that this result contradicts from the expected characteristic of collusion attacks�

Particularly� performance degradation of the proposed method can be interpreted to be lower bounded

by the denoising�based watermark removal attack �e�g�� for jCj � ��� as proved in Proposition � and

later veri�ed in experiments�

��� Resistance to Copy Attack

Next� we proceed to justify why the presented content�dependent watermark can be immune from

the copy attack� Let MHX andMHZ denote the hash sequences generated from two di�erent image

blocks� X and Z� respectively� In addition� let CDWX denote the content�dependent watermark to

be hidden into the cover image block X� As has been stated previously� let the watermark estimated

��



from Xs beWx� which will contain partial information from CDWX� By directing the copy attack

at the target block Z� we can get the counterfeit watermarked block Zs as de�ned in Eq� ���� Later�

in the detection process� the content�dependent watermark�Wz estimated from the block Zs will be

Wz � ��
CDWX � n�� ����

according to Eq� ����� where n indicates the noise sequence �which is irrelevant to watermarks�

generated by means of denoising Zs� Under the evidence that denoising is an e�cient way to estimate

watermarks 	�� �
� ���� jj�CDWXjj� � jjnjj� can undoubtedly hold� with jj � jj� being the energy�
Given Eqs� ���� and ����� Proposition �� and De�nition �� normalized correlation between CDWZ

andWz can be derived as follows based on blocks X and Z that are dissimilar�

�nc�CDWZ�W
z� �

�

jWj��
jWjX
i��

CDWZ�i�W
z�i�

�
�

jWj��
jWjX
i��

��CDWZ�i�CDWX�i� � CDWZ�i�n�i��

� ��nc�CDWZ�CDWX� � �nc�CDWZ�n�

� ��nc�CDWZ�CDWX� � � ����

where the term �nc�CDWZ�n� in the �nd row approximates zero based on property �iii� of Proposition

��

� Experimental Results

In our experiments� ten varieties of gray�scale cover images of size ��� 
 ���� as shown in Fig� ��
were used for watermarking� In this study� Voloshynovskiy et al��s block�based image watermarking

approach 	��� was chosen as the benchmark� denoted as Method I� due to its strong robustness and

computational simplicity� Each watermark was embedded into an image block of size ��
 �� so that
the watermark�s length is ��� and the number of blocks is j j � ��
� The incorporation of our CDW
and Voloshynovskiy et al��s scheme was denoted as Method II� Both methods were implemented in

MATLAB� The advantage of using CDW will be manifested by comparing Methods I and II when

WEA was imposed� However� we would like to particularly emphasize that the proposed CDW is

readily applied to other watermarking algorithms� On the other hand� the Lee�s Wiener �lter 	�� was

used to perform denoising�based blind watermark extraction� The threshold T used to determine the

existence of a watermark was selected as ��� if the false positive probability is desired to approximate

��� 	���

�




��� CDW Resistance to Collusion Attack

The collusion attack �by colluding jCj � j j � ��
 blocks� was applied to Method I and Method II�

respectively� on ten cover images� The resistance of CDW to the collusion attack will be examined

with respect to three scenarios� �s�� BER of estimated watermark�s sign bits from an owner�s per�

spective� �s�� quality of a colluded image� and �s�� watermark detection after performing collusion�

All experimental results are shown in Figs� 
��� respectively�
As for �s��� Fig� 
�a� shows that when CDW is not involved in watermark embedding� most

watermark bits are removed using collusion attack� However� once CDW is used� Fig� 
�b� shows that

an owner can extract most watermark bits no matter collusion is conducted or not� This experiment

con�rms that the CDW is able to prevent more than half of watermark�s sign bits from being correctly

estimated by attackers� Namely� CDW neither obeys the rule of optimal watermark estimation �Eq�

�
�� nor provides su�cient con�dence �see Appendix� about watermark�s sign estimation�

As for �s��� it can be found in Fig� ��a� that collusion demonstrates its capability in improving

the qualities of colluded images in terms of MSE� However� CDW can force collusion undesirably

degrade the qualities of colluded images� as shown in Fig� ��b�� Two examples of colluded images

are demonstrated in Fig� � for visible inspections� It is obvious that perceptual defects appear in the

colluded images produced from the watermarking method by embedding the CDW� This experiment

demonstrates that the CDW is e�cient in prohibiting the collusion attack from achieving perfect cover

data recovery �Eq� �����

As for �s��� watermark detection from colluded images are demonstrated in Fig� �� There were

��
 correlations resulted in an image� Only the minimum and the maximum correlations are plotted

for each image� Fig� ��a� shows that when CDW is not employed almost all watermarks cannot be

extracted from colluded blocks� On the contrary� once CDW is involved in embedding� Fig� ��b� shows

that watermarks can be detected from most image blocks� This experiment veri�es the resistance of

CDW to collusion attack �Proposition ��� On the other hand� if the watermarks extracted �using

Method II� from all image blocks are integrated to reconstruct the hidden watermark� we can �nd

that the integrated watermark is very close to its origin in terms of correlation� We exemplify the

case of jCj � � to demonstrate the integrated result� as shown with the �diamond curve� in Fig� ��b��
Apparently� the integrated results show high robustness� This explains why some work proposes to

embed multiple watermarks to enhance robustness 	����

In summary� as long as media hash is involved in constructing the watermark� the qualities of

colluded images will be degraded but watermarks still can be extracted� Therefore� the merits of CDW

��



in helping block�based watermarking methods to resist collusion has been thoroughly demonstrated�

��� CDW Resistance to Copy Attack

The copy attack was conducted on Method I and Method II to compare their capability of resistance�

One of the ten images was �rst watermarked and then the watermark was estimated and copied

to the other nine unwatermarked images to form nine counterfeit stego images� By repeating the

above procedure� there was in total � counterfeit stego images obtained� The PSNR values of the �

attacked images are in the range of �
 � �
dB �no perceptual masking is particularly considered�� Our
another goal is to verify whether strong watermark�s energy can defeat the CDW� The � correlation

values obtained after employing copy attack on Method I fall within the interval 	���� ���� �all

are su�ciently larger than T � ����� which indicates the presence of watermarks� However� when

CDW is introduced these correlations are signi�cantly decreased into the interval of 	��� �
���

which indicates the absence of watermarks� The experimental results are consistent with the analytic

result� derived in Eq� ����� Obviously� the proposed CDW is able to deter the detection of copied

watermarks�

� Conclusions and Future Work

Although multiple watermarks can be embedded into an image to withstand geometrical distortions�

they are vulnerable to the collusion and copy attacks such that the desired functionality is lost� To

cope with this problem� anti�disclosure watermark with resistance to watermark�estimation attack

�WEA� has been investigated in this paper� Notably� we point out that both accurate estimation of

watermark�s sign and complete subtraction of watermark�s energy constitute the su�cient and neces�

sary condition in achieving e�ective watermark removal� As a consequence� we introduce the concept

of media hash and combine it with the hidden information to create the so�called content�dependent

watermark �CDW� to prevent from unauthorized watermark estimation� Potential characteristics of

CDW have been analyzed to justify its resistance to WEA� Overall� experimental results have con�

�rmed our mathematical analyses of WEA and CDW�

Moreover� it is straightforward to extend our content�dependent watermark to other multiple wa�

termark embedding techniques or other media watermarking methods� In fact� the content�dependent

watermark also has been successfully applied to video watermarking� wherein experimental results

�can be found in http���www�iis�sinica�edu�tw��lcs�ADVW� are similar to those obtained in image

��



watermarking� To our knowledge� the proposed anti�disclosure content�dependent watermark is the

�rst to enable both resistance to the collusion and the copy attacks� At present� the proposed image

hashing is variant to geometric distortions and thus potentially a�ects the resistance of the CDW to

them� Our future work will continue to study the geometrical invariance of media hash 	����

Appendix� Con�dence of Watermark�s Sign Estimation under Collusion Attack

We verify how we are con�dent about the collusive estimation of watermark�s sign using binomial

probability distribution� Suppose each sgn�W e
b �i��� b � C is regarded as a trial and the trials are inde�

pendent� This kind of trial will result in one of two outcomes� �� and ��� Each outcome occurs with
equal probability ��� Now� the con�dence about the occurrence of sgn�W e

b �i�� is formulated as the

probability Ps of sgn�W
e
b �i�� mostly observed in jCj samples� " � fsgn�W e

� �i��� sgn�W
e
� �i��� ���� sgn�W

e
jCj�i��g�

Let � be the random variable denoting the number of sgn�W e
b �i�� observed in "� As a consequence�

Ps can be expressed as

Ps�� �
jCj
�
� �

jCjX
n�

jCj
�
��

�
B� jCj

n

�
CA ��jCj� ����

By looking at the table of binomial probabilities� �pp� 
���
�� of 	�
��� we can �nd that Ps will

increase rapidly �usually it is larger than ��� as long as n is slightly larger than jCj
� � The large the Ps

is� the more con�dent we are� Hence� we can conclude that we are su�ciently con�dent to rely on the

collusion attack in determining the sign of a hidden watermark�
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Figure �� A general framework of digital watermarking system� watermark embedding �left� and

watermark extraction �right��

Figure �� Collusion attack on video frames� �i� all video frames are embedded with the same watermark

to form stego frames� �ii� denoising is used to estimate the hidden watermarks for those visually

dissimilar frames� �iii� the �nal watermark is determined by averaging those watermarks obtained in

�ii�� and then subtracted from stego frames to construct unwatermarked frames�
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Figure �� Copy attack� watermark estimation can be accomplished by denoising without needing to

know any secret key�

Figure �� Watermark estimation�removal illustrated with energy variations� �a� original embedded

watermark with each white bar describing the energy �determined using perceptual masking� of each

watermark bit� �b� gray bars show the energies of an estimated watermark with all signs the same to

the origin �a�� �c� the residual watermark obtained after removing the estimated watermark �b�� �d�

the energies of an estimated watermark with most signs opposite to �a�� �e� the residual watermark

derived from �d�� In the above examples� su�ciently large linear correlations �Eq� ���� between �a�

and �c�� and �a� and �e�� exist to indicate the presence of a watermark�
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Figure �� Cover images�
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�a� Method I �b� Method II

Figure 
� Scenario � �BER of estimated watermark�s sign bits from an owner�s perspective�� �a� most

watermark�s sign bits are correctly estimated using collusion attack� �b� once CDW is introduced�

watermark�s sign bits mostly remain unchanged� This experiment con�rms that CDW is e�cient in

randomizing watermarks to disable collusion�
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�a� Method I �b� Method II

Figure �� Scenario � �quality of a colluded image�� �a� PSNR values of colluded images are higher

than those of stego images� �b� when CDW is applied� PSNR values of colluded images are lower

than those of stego images� This experiment reveals that collusion attack fails to improve �delity of a

colluded image when CDW is involved�

��



�a� colluded Lenna �Method I� �b� colluded Lenna �Method II�

�c� colluded Sailboat �Method I� �d� colluded Sailboat �Method II�

Figure �� Perceptual illustrations of colluded images obtained from Method I �without using CDW�

and Method II �using CDW�� By comparing these two examples� it can be found that when collusion

attack is encountered the CDW is able to make the colluded image noisy perceptually�
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�a� Method I �b� Method II

Figure �� Scenario � �watermark detection under collusion�� �a� without using CDW� normalized

correlations nearly show the absence of hidden watermarks� �b� using CDW� normalized correlations

mostly show the presence of hidden watermarks� In �b�� �o� denotes the results obtained from colluding

all blocks �jCj � ��
 � j j� while �#� denotes those obtained from colluding only one block �jCj � ���

The dashdot line indicates the threshold T � ���� De�nitely� the result of �b� has veri�ed Proposition

�� Furthermore� when the watermark extracted from all image blocks are integrated to determine the

�nal watermark� Method II produces most normalized correlations as high as �� �as illustrated with

the diamond curve in �b�� while Method I produces normalized correlations near �

��


